Tile with the modular size of 600 x 600 mm is produced with edge A, B, D2 og E.

Surface: Gyptone Quattro 22 is supplied pre-painted white NCS 0500, in design with edge A, D2 and E15, all with a gloss value of 5-9. Quattro 22 with edge B is supplied unpainted.

Design: Gyptone Quattro 22 is based on a 12,5 mm thick Gyproc plasterboard for edge D2 and B. For the edge A and E, the board is 10 mm thick. Perforated area: 9 %

The tile is perforated with quattro pattern 9 x 9 mm, cc19,5 mm. Edge A Edge B Edge D2 Edge E15

Technic: Gyptone products with edge B og D2 is produced according to the drawing. Gyptone products with edge A is produced 6 mm and edge E 8mm shorter than the standard module, in length and width. The weight is approximately 8 kg/m² for 12,5 mm and 7 kg/m² for 10 mm board.